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Lesson 26 
 

 
 

 
        Lesson Word Parts 
        --rect--“straight, right” 
                 re--“again” 

 
 

                  Word List 
       1.   quagmire   6.   rapport 
       2.   quaint   7.   rational 
       3.   quip   8.   rectify 
       4.   rampant   9.   refurbish 
       5.   rancid            10.  reiterate 
 
 
Part I:  In the blank, write the lesson word that matches the definition. 

 

_____________________1.   clever or witty remark made on the spur of the moment; 
 sharp or sarcastic remark 

_____________________2. to set or make right; correct 
 
_____________________3. soft, muddy ground; a situation from which escape is difficult 
 
_____________________4. to brighten or freshen up 
 
_____________________5. conforming to reason; sensible 
 
_____________________6. charming or attractive in an old-fashioned way; pleasingly 
 unusual or odd 

_____________________7. to say or do again, or repeatedly; repeat 
 
_____________________8. having the unpleasant odor or taste of a spoiled oily 
 substance 

_____________________9. growing profusely; going beyond usual limits; unrestrained 
 
____________________10. relationship or connection, especially one that is 
 characterized by harmony or close agreement 
 
 
Part II:  Lesson Word Parts and Etymologies 
11.     The name of this geometric figure is a combination of the Latin word Parts --rect-- 
 and angulus, which means “angle or corner.”  What is the figure? 
 

___________________________________ 
 
 

 
Rampant gossip creates a quagmire of problems. 
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12. Which of the following words means “in an upright position; to build or construct”? 
 

reject     eject     erect  ________________________________________ 
 

13.    One of the following words is defined as “uprightness of moral character.”  Write it in 
 the blank. 
 

rectitude     rectory     rectilinear _____________________________________ 
 

14.    The original Latin word correctus means “to make straight” or “reform.”  What  
 common English word is a derivative of correctus? 
 

___________________________________ 
 

15.    The lesson word reiterate is a combination of the Latin re- + iterum, meaning “to 
 repeat.”  What is the literal meaning of reiterate? 
 

__________________________________ 
 
16.    Which of the following words means “to summarize; to restate briefly”? 
 

recapitulate     reciprocate     necessitate  ____________________________ 
 

17.       The ancestor of one of the lesson words is the Latin prefix re--  and, from Old 
 French, forbir, meaning “to polish.”  White the lesson word with the literal meaning  “to 
 polish again.” 
 

___________________________________ 
 

18.     Starfish and some other animals have the power of regeneration.  (re+ generare, 
 “to produce.”)  What is it that starfish can do? 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Starfish are able to regenerate severed body parts, a power 

humans hope to possess in the future. 
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Part III:  Write the correct lesson word in the blank in each sentence. 

 

19. Both teams sank into a _______________________________of  arguments, making it 
 impossible to finish the game. 
 
20. Workmen have begun to __________________________the marble columns that line 
 the porch of the antebellum mansion. 
 
21. The two children developed an immediate _____________________________from the 
 minute they were introduced. 
 
22. Mr. Stine was enthralled by the _____________________________New England town 
 where he spent his vacation. 
 
23. Mom spent hours trying to ___________________________an error in her checkbook. 
 
24. Last week’s leftovers became ______________________________ while sitting in the 
 bottom of our refrigerator. 
 
25. Mrs. Riley agreed to _____________________________the instructions until everyone 
 understood the assignment. 
 
26. A _____________________________growth of ivy blanketed the front of the old stone 
 building. 
 
27. _____________________________ decisions are vital when buying an expensive item 
 such as a house or a car. 
 
28. Although Mark’s _____________________was made in jest, Tandy was offended and 
 hurt by it. 
 
 
 
 
 
Part IV:   From the parentheses, choose the word that is an antonym of the lesson word and write it in the   

            blank. 
 

____________________29.  rampant   (luxuriant,     unrestrained,     controlled) 
 
____________________30. rancid   (profitable,     fresh,     unpleasant) 
 
____________________31. rapport   (disharmony,     precociousness,     agreement) 
 
____________________32. rational   (satisfactory,     careful,     unreasonable) 
 
____________________33. refurbish   (freshen,     deface,     rebuild) 
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